Get Social with the Foundation on Facebook

Cal Poly Pomona Foundation is now on Facebook!
Keep up with everything Foundation by liking us on Facebook. Get information such as company announcements, podcast updates and more straight to your social feed!

Find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/CPPFoundationInc.

Innovation Brew Works Opens for Dine-in on Outdoor Patio

Innovation Brew Works is open for dine-in service on their extended patio! That is right; you can now enjoy a variety of delicious brews and food items on the new extended outdoor patio.
For the safety of employees and guests, a face covering is required at all times except when eating or drinking. In addition, all guests must purchase a meal to order an alcoholic beverage. To view a complete list of guidelines, visit @ibrewworks on Facebook and Instagram.

Innovation Brew Works is open Sunday through Tuesday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Wednesday through Saturday from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Mark Your Calendars!

AUGUST 2020

8/15  University Village Move In Day
8/16-8/30  Fall Course Materials Rush at Bronco Bookstore
8/17-8/21  Fall Conference
8/20  Fall 2020 Semester Begins
8/20  Vista Market Reopens

SEPTEMBER 2020

9/7  Labor Day (Foundation and Campus Closed)
9/22  First Day of Autumn
What's Brewin' at Innovation Brew Works?

Innovation Brew Works (IBW) is open for dine-in on their extended patio, pickup orders and delivery on-campus! Orders are accepted through Campus Grubhub and by phone at 909-979-6197. For our hours of operation, visit our website at www.ibrewworks.com.

Bronco Brown Release

Class is back in session on Thursday, August 20, and so is our Bronco Brown! This American Brown Ale has a dark malty foundation with a medium body, slight hop finish and notes of chocolate. It is also made with hops and malted barley grown on the Cal Poly Pomona campus.

Beer Shipping Now Available

We are now shipping cases of 22 oz. bottles to any address in California (except for business addresses). A case consists of your choice of 12 bottles and is just $48.00 plus shipping and handling! To obtain the full value, we recommend mixing and matching bottles. Summer is a great time to have a case of some of your IBW favorites on hand, including our latest beers, Hazy Dave and Magic School Bus!

To order, call us at 909-979-6197 during our operating hours.
IBW Releases 'Hazy Dave' in Honor of David Prenovost

In honor of former Senior Managing Director and Chief Financial Officer, David Prenovost and his retirement, Innovation Brew Works released a specialty Hazy IPA named "Hazy Dave." Hazy Dave is a silky, medium-low body hazy IPA, dry-hopped with Amarillo, Citra and Mandarina Bavaria.

Stop by IBW and try it out today or take a growler fill home!

---

50% off Pizza for Faculty/Staff

Innovation Brew Works is offering 50% off pizza (with the purchase of a beverage) during the month of August for all CPP Faculty and Staff! To redeem this offer, mention the deal when ordering in-person or over the phone at 909-979-6197. A Bronco ID is required upon pickup.
In partnership with Cal Poly Pomona and Dell, the Bronco Bookstore is offering two complete Dell laptop packages with sales taxes, fees and extended warranties included (plus optional payment plans for students only). The bookstore has worked collectively with all of the campus departments to find the best machine for every student's needs.

The partnership with Dell and the University allows the bookstore to offer payment options to students as well as an extended 4-year warranty and 4-year accidental warranty.

For more information, visit https://www.broncobookstore.com/studentlaptops.asp.

Subscribe to Foundation 411!

Don't miss out on Foundation 411, the podcast for all things Cal Poly Pomona Foundation.

The purpose of this podcast is to provide relevant content to staff members regarding all things Foundation-related from essential updates to lighthearted stories and commentary.

Foundation 411 can be found on Apple Podcasts, Spotify or at http://foundation.cpp.edu/411.

Get in on the action!
Making a submission is quick and easy. Simply leave a voicemail for Darren Isomoto at ext. 5434.
Centerpointe Dining Commons Supports Local Upward Bound Programs

Foundation Dining Services and Centerpointe Dining Commons has recently begun a partnership with a variety of Upward Bound programs in the local community. Upward Bound is a federally funded educational program that helps students complete secondary education and enroll in and graduate from postsecondary education institutions.

In total, Centerpointe Dining Commons delivers meals to eight different schools once a week. Each meal consists of an entree, fruit, water and a dessert.

Examples of meal options include Teriyaki Chicken plates, Fettucine Alfredo and Beef Fried Steak.

Foundation Dining Services would like to thank the Upward Bound Program Coordinator, Romina Aguilera and Director of Trio Pre-College Programs, Ricardo Quintero for making this incredible collaboration happen.

Foundation Lends a Helping Hand at the Farm Store

On Tuesday, June 30, several Dining Services, Bronco Bookstore and Foundation Housing Services employees headed over to the Cal Poly Pomona Farm Store to lend a helping hand.

Usually, following the Spring semester, the Farm Store participates in their annual inventory process. However, due to currently being understaffed, the Farm Store needed additional assistance to complete their annual stock check successfully. Foundation Dining Services, the Bronco Bookstore and Foundation Housing Services willingly offered their support and completed the task in just a few hours!

Thank you for all of your help, team!
Employee Check-In:

Alex Hernandez

**Job Title:** Assistant Director of Marketing and Webmaster

**Length of Employment:** 18 years

**How has this affected your day-to-day operations?** "It has negatively affected the marketing department's day-to-day operations because we previously interacted with all departments and directors. I miss the day-to-day face meetings and socialization with my colleagues. It also makes things more difficult at times because we do not have the same access to resources, as we did before, for our campaigns, such as doing photo shoots, conducting group events, etc. We are adjusting through this. An advantage it does have, however, is that there is less traffic when I do have to come into the office, so it is less stress driving to and from work. I also spend more time productively working because I don’t sit in traffic for two hours a day."

**What do you miss about open campus the most?** "I miss Centerpointe for sure, but I mostly miss seeing people around (coworkers and students). I have been working on-campus for 18 years, and I enjoyed seeing the university's campus life aspect. I would take walks and see the social interaction, the laughter and learning that was taking place, and it was inspiring."

**What keeps you motivated and moving forward?** "I graduated from CPP, and I love this school and working for the Foundation, and want nothing more than to see it succeed. I've always loved solving problems and finding solutions, and this period has presented itself with many different situations, so creating new ways of doing things is exciting and challenging. Plus, having colleagues in my department that are hardworking, reassuring, and that also have a similar vision keeps me moving forward."

**Any words of encouragement or gratitude?** "We need to stay strong and look at this period with a positive mindset. It has created an opportunity to spend quality time with our immediate families and pets, and it allows us to take some time to smell the roses. We lived in such a fast-paced world, and many of us never had time to appreciate the beautiful things surrounding us."

**What has been your favorite past-time during quarantine?** "I am a big movie-goer, and sadly movie theaters are closed. Luckily, I had just finished my movie room and installed a 200+ inch screen and surround sound system in February. Watching movies on my big screen has definitely been my favorite pastime during the weekends and evenings, but I have also enjoyed working on home projects."

Thank you Alex, and all Foundation staff, for your continued dedication to serving our campus!
Bronco Bookstore Blurbs ...

Bronco Masks and PPE

For your safety on and off-campus, the Bronco Bookstore is now offering Bronco Masks and personal protective equipment (PPE) such as gloves, masks and goggles for pickup and shipping.

Bronco Masks are available in-store and online at broncobookstore.com.

Bronco Bookstore Adjusts to "New Normal"

The Bronco Bookstore may have closed its doors during the stay-at-home order, but our online store has remained open. By the end of March, we added 3,000 new items to our website – including Cal Poly Pomona face masks and other PPE. Additionally, we’ve processed over 5,465 web orders in the last several months, including 489 grad packs and a plethora of other grad-related items.

We are happy to have been able to provide this service to the campus community, but especially to our graduates. They may have had their ceremony postponed, but at least they were able to celebrate their accomplishment with some Bronco Gear!

Safety Procedures

Now that the Bronco Bookstore is open to the public, safety protocols have been implemented. Floor indicators remind patrons to keep six feet apart, Plexiglas shields have been set up at all cash registers and hand sanitizing stations can be found throughout the store.

In addition, the Bronco Bookstore requires all customers to wear a face-covering at all times. We are taking every precaution to keep everyone safe as we continue with business as usual.
Foundation Celebrates the Retirement of David Prenovost and Sandra Vaughan-Acton

On Friday, June 26, the Cal Poly Pomona Foundation participated in a virtual celebration (via Zoom) for the retirement of Senior Managing Director and Chief Financial Officer, David Prenovost, and Director of Real Estate Development and Facilities Management, Sandra Vaughan-Acton. Although the Foundation was not able to say goodbye in the form of a traditional retirement party, several individuals expressed their gratitude and service to the Foundation. During the Zoom festivities, colleagues of both David and Sandra, including Foundation Directors, were able to share a few parting words and tell a story or two to the group. Several laughs and tears were shared as attendees sent their best wishes.

In addition to the Zoom celebration, Innovation Brew Works (IBW) celebrated David and Sandra’s new journey by releasing a specialty beer for David and a specialty pizza for Sandra.

To listen to a summarized version of the celebration and an exclusive bonus interview with David and Sandra, listen to Episode 6 of the Foundation 411 podcast.
As the largest employer of students on campus, the Foundation offers valuable work experience and hands-on training to approximately 1,500 Cal Poly Pomona students each year. The Foundation offers positions in various fields; whether it is in the area of technology, science, retail, culinary arts, hospitality management, leadership or research grants, these student employees participate in Cal Poly Pomona's learn-by-doing philosophy and acquire practical skills in their designated field of study.

The Foundation also contributes operating support to nearly 1,100 Foundation and scholarship programs every year, including Bronco Athletics and the Norman J. Priest Scholarship. In addition, the Foundation administers grants and contracts, contributes to campus security, and supports several university publications. The Foundation contributes over $1 million annually to Cal Poly Pomona.

Because of your support, the Foundation is able to provide these beneficial services every year. Thank you for making your purchases on campus and contributing to the success of Cal Poly Pomona students and the university community.